d_u_bios (zürich/switzerland) takes live from the dubby side. he’s cultivating a freestyle explorative approach to reggae, dub, minimalistic electronic sounds and rhythm aesthetics. rooted in the early 90’s underground music culture, he refers to a vast experience in this field and is able to serve the dancefloor as well as outer space feelings. in this issue of comfortnoise podcast we’re basically pursuing the outer space feelings, of course... basswise on a rock-bottom level. d_u_bios initially drops a couple of his perls in order to get into the appropriate mood to screw, melt and reverb some decent dubs into a completely new acoustic sensation. later on, d_u_bios and new.com are going to lose their minds in a b2b-session.

playlist

_d_u_bios is approximately playing...
[additions: mp = mad professor / lp = lee perry / bl = bunny lee / m = maurizio]
000:00 - paul st. hilaire - so sure - false tuned ftd-1 [echospace noises]
009:38 - pitch black - 1000 mile drift (int. observer rmx) - dubmission wkycd20
014:05 - motor - dub - fragment 11 [percussions mp]
017:01 - paul st. hilaire - dr.’s degree - false tuned 04 [beat bl, percussions & bass mp, bassdrum m5]
022:00 - paul agius - yumcha - deepindub.org 17 [bass mp, bassdrum m5]
023:08 - move d - ac1d - modern love 28
027:12 - under - false ruler - unknown label [beat mp, m7]
029:10 - deadbeat - for israel - scape 16 [beat lee p & mp]
031:00 - echologist feat. the spaceape - mercy dub - resopal red 29 [beat & bass lp & mp]
037:52 - polycubist - frightened little pup - skor 10
042:30 - scientist - step it up - select cuts 6004
046:25 - maurizio - untitled b - m6

047:02 - d_u_bios in the interview with new.com

052:41 - echopark - to jahs head - unknown label
054:47 - diverse loops [mp, bl, lp]
058:11 - iksenit - into the background - sublime porte 02
061:06 - koi - deaf torero - styraux leaves 13 [perc. mp]
066:08 - heavy deviance - the rhythm it hits (yes king mx) - we are woodville
070:02 - jack dangers meets dubloner - turn left for jabaliya - skor 09
075:09 - kareem feat. pietsch - dada punk - pentagonik 18
080:16 - beat pharmacy feat. paul st. hilaire - race track jockey - deep space media ds50151-1 [beats mp]
084:51 - jack dangers meets dubloner - turn right for jabaliya - skor 09

new.com is playing…
088:12 - sven weisemann - caprice - mojuba 16
094:51 - west norwood - blonde on blonde (pearson sound rmx) - teal 01
100:15 - dub chronicles - untitled a2 - dub chronicles 1-6
104:55 - sirko müller - explore - wandering 6th journey

d_u_bios is playing…
106:48 - katzo - chain - kreatur musik 05 [bass mp]
113:11 - dubloner - quad rebellion - adjunct digital 03 [snare & fx dub basis]

new.com is playing…
117:46 - ohrwert - illuminate - other heights 01
122:46 - mike dehnert - treilis - echocord colour 13

d_u_bios is playing…
127:21 - tep - posta - kreatur musik 05 [guitar loops & glitch]
131:26 - organic grooves - sutukung - codek 13

new.com is playing…
139:23 - roswell return - probe #8 - sd 21
139:48 - double helix - chamber of light - keysound 19
146:03 - roswell return - a goldbach vibe (clean cut rmx) - sd 21

d_u_bios is playing…
148:59 - bo - mechepassi - kreatur musik 05 [beat m7]
152:31 - franco cangelli - intense - kreatur musik 05 [beats mp, elastic]
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